Assembly Instructions

Thank you for purchasing EasyPro’s Pond Tent. Simple assembly, strong construction and large coverage areas make these Pond Tents the perfect protection device for ponds, gardens or landscape areas from leaves or a variety of unwanted pests.

CONTENTS
Tent body
Two fiberglass, collapsible poles
12 plastic stake anchors
Component bag (not pictured)

ASSEMBLY
Before beginning assembly confirm that all components are accounted for and in good condition. It is recommended to have two adults be involved in set up.

1. In an open area spread tent out flat with pole sleeve side up. Assemble fiberglass poles by pulling out each section and placing ends into the metal connectors.

2. Slide the assembled poles through the sleeves. Keep the sleeves in line and push the poles through the sleeves. Toward the end it may work best to bunch up the last section of the sleeve and then push the pole the rest of the way through.

Please read this manual completely before assembling tent and save for future reference.
3 Starting at two adjoining corners insert pins located at each corner into the metal ends of the fiberglass poles. There will be no tension on the netting at this point.

4 Move to the opposite ends of the poles and carefully flex the tent poles causing the tent structure to rise. This step works best with two people working in tandem, but it can be done one pole at a time. Smoothing out the sleeves helps this process as well. To secure the poles, place the metal ends of the poles over the metal pins at the base of the tent.

**Warning:** To reduce the risk of injury to you or others be sure to grip poles securely and keep body and face clear. Make sure poles are secured on corner pins during assembly. Do not use damaged or broken fiberglass poles.

5 With two people move the assembled tent into desired position over pond, stream, landscape area, garden or other area requiring netting protection.

6 Secure pond tent by staking the unit. There are twelve stake locations as part of the tent: One in each corner through the rings and two along each side under the skirt band. The tie downs with D-rings along the side offer some adjustment to allow for tightening. Do not remove the stakes by pulling on the tie downs.

Take care to snug up the tent evenly for all sides. Take care not to over stretch the tie downs or sides causing possible tearing or damage to the tent. For odd shaped ponds where the stakes may not be an option, the use of rocks or stones placed on top of the skirt band can provide additional anchoring.

**DISASSEMBLY AND STORAGE**

To take down the tent, follow the steps above in reverse order. The tent should be folded into equal parts and rolled into a tight roll the width of the component bag. Make sure the tent is clean and dry before storing.

**UV LIGHT**

Ultraviolet light damage to fabric is caused by excessive exposure to sunlight. While our fabrics are UV resistant, any synthetic fabric is susceptible to UV degradation. UV damage will cause fabrics to become brittle and tear easily over time.

**ALTERATIONS OR MODIFICATIONS**

*DO NOT* misuse, modify or alter this product in any way from its condition at the time of sale. Alteration, modification or any misuse of this product shall void the warranty and could cause damage or injury to persons, animals and property.

**REPLACEMENT ITEMS**

**Replacement Poles:**
PCT810P - One collapsible pole for PCT810
PCT1014P - One collapsible pole for PCT1014
PCT1317P - One collapsible pole for PCT1317

**Replacement Stakes:**
PCTS - Packet of four stakes
QUICK ASSEMBLY GUIDE

Assemble poles and insert into sleeves

Insert pins into end of two poles on the same side

Flex poles up and insert remaining two pins

Simple two person assembly can be completed in a few minutes
EasyPro Pond Products Limited Warranty

EasyPro Pond Products ("EasyPro") warrants to the purchaser that this product ("Product") will be free from any mechanical or material defects for a period of one year from the date of purchase. This warranty only covers properly installed and maintained Products sold by authorized EasyPro Sellers who are subject to and follow EasyPro’s quality control standards. Please note that because EasyPro is unable to control the quality of Products sold by unauthorized sellers, unless otherwise prohibited by law, this warranty does not cover Products purchased from unauthorized sellers.

This warranty does not cover normal wear and tear, nor any deterioration suffered through overloading, improper use, negligence, improper installation, acts of God or accident. Similarly, any modification made by the purchaser to the Product will cause the warranty to be null and void. This warranty does not cover any cost associated with the installation or removal of the Product subject to a warranty claim.

All returned items will be inspected to determine cause of failure before a warranty claim is approved. The exclusive remedies provided hereunder shall, upon EasyPro’s inspection and option, be either repair or replacement of the Product or parts covered under this warranty.

Making a Claim: A Return Authorization (“RA”) number must first be obtained by calling EasyPro at 800-448-3873 or via email at warranty@easypro.com. It is the purchaser’s responsibility to pay the return shipping charges. Be sure to include the RA number, original receipt (in the form of an invoice or sales receipt), your name, your return address and your phone number inside of the package. No warranty claims will be honored without the original receipt that shows that your purchase was made from an Authorized EasyPro Seller. Ensure the product is properly packaged and insured for the replacement value. Damage due to improper packaging is the responsibility of the sender.

All other express or implied warranties including merchantability of fitness for a particular purpose are hereby limited in duration to the duration of the warranty as described above. Some States do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitations may not apply to you.

EasyPro shall not be held liable for any damages caused by defective components or materials of this Product; or for loss incurred because of the interruption of service; or any consequential/incidental damages and expenses arising from the production, sale, use or misuse of this Product. Some States do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you.

EasyPro shall not be held liable for any loss of fish, plants or any other livestock as a result of any failure or defect of this Product. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights that vary from State to State.